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Download YOUR copy of this e-book for free or order the full color published book for
just $14! The published book is sized around 6” by 8.25” so that it can easily fit into
your purse or briefcase.

Disclaimer: Please note that the healing images in this book are not intended to be medical or psychiatric treatment and/or a replacement for such
treatment.
No warranty is made by William M. Austin, III or Healing Holograms, Inc. regarding any information, services, or products provided through or in
connection with the Vibrational Color Healing Art: A Fun, Joyful and Playful Approach to Healing book.
William M. Austin, III and Healing Holograms, Inc. hereby expressly disclaim any and all warranties, including without limitation: any warranties as to the
availability, accuracy, or content of information, products, or services; any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
Video, Audio and PDF downloads are made available as learning supplements for the personal use of the purchaser of this book and members of their
household. All video and audio content can not be duplicated, shared or distributed to people residing outside of your home without explicit permission
from William M. Austin, III or Healing Holograms, Inc.
Copyright @ 2011 William M. Austin, III and Healing Holograms, Inc.
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and
recording or by information storage and retrieval system, except as expressly permitted by US Copyright Law or by written permission from the author.
For permission contact:
Bill Austin
PO Box 1547
St Petersburg, FL 33731
Layout, design and preparation for publishing by Monica P. Castaneda.
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Empowerment Healing Module
for Self Love, Self Esteem,
Forgiveness and Relationships
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Empowerment Healing
Module for Stress, Fear,
Downer Emotions, Scarcity
Consciousness, Self Sabotage
and Addictions

Feng Shui Cures* for Astrology
Feng Shui Cures* for the Planet and Money Clearing Manual

YOU ARE MUCH, MUCH MORE THAN THE SIGN YOU WERE BORN WITH
OR THE YEAR YOU WERE BORN IN.

Tune in to Nature to Experience Natural Prosperity and Money Gain

You are a very powerful creator of your reality and the beliefs you
hold determine the quality of your life.

It is a basic principle of Traditional Chinese Medicine as well as Feng Shui, the ancient Art of Placement, that
people do better when they work with, and not against, nature. A fundamental part of working with nature
is to tune in to the rhythms of the planet. This connection with Earth has always been important, but we
are reaching a period in our evolution when it is crucial that we become more aware of how much we are
influenced by the shifts of the planet and how much we influence what happens on Earth.

Though you may not be aware of this, you selected your
astrological sign and year you were born into to remind
yourself of what it is you came to do.

Earth is going through a profound spiritual transformation right now as she shifts from the paradigm of the
mind to the paradigm of the heart. Since each human being is a cell in the body of Gaia, we all are going
through this profound transformation in consciousness as well. As the planet moves deeper and deeper into
the Heart Paradigm, humanity will be challenged to shift and upgrade quickly. The images Bill Austin created
for this book help people to heal and harmonize their relationship with Earth so that they can stay more in
sync and balance with the planet.

However, much of the information that circulates in the planet about
Astrology is not empowering or liberating. Many people react to this by
giving away their power to astrologers, fortune tellers and predictions.

U.S. $19.95
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Feng Shui Cures
for the Life Areas
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Feng Shui regards money as being ruled by the water element. If we clear the water element of the planet
and the money aspects of humanity, many other aspects of our lives will fall into the right places.

In addition, you get 8 Astrology Master Healing Images which include healing frequencies for Mercury
Retrograde, Fears Around Astrology and 2012.

This manual includes:
•

Ancient Secrets of Traditional Chinese Medicine for Profound Human
Healing

In this book Bill and Monica would like to offer you the possibility of clearing yourself from superstitions
and dis-empowering beliefs you may have picked up regarding astrology over the years, while at the same
time giving you tools by which you can connect with a Heart Oriented version of this ancient art in both
the Western and Eastern versions.

•

The Feng Shui Red Envelope Tradition for the Joyful Exchange of Money

Much self love, joy and mastery to each of you.

•

A Money Clearing Section

Bill and Monica

•

Protection from Subliminal and Hypnotic Messages from Mass Media,
Corporate Logos and More.

Monica P. Castaneda

USD 29.95

William M. Austin, III

Feng Shui Cures for the
Planet and Money Clearing
Manual (by Monica P.
Castaneda and Bill Austin)

Feng Shui Cures
for Astrology

Though you may not be aware of this, you selected your
astrological sign and year you were born into to remind
yourself of what it is you came to do.

Feng Shui Cures for Astrology includes 24 unique illustrations, one for each of the 12 signs of the
Western and Eastern systems of Astrology. Monica’s playful and whimsical silhouettes were created with
the intent to help you connect with Astrology in new ways. The abstract images Bill Austin created to go
inside the silhouettes for this book were encoded with healing frequencies for each particular sign.
Each of the images is accompanied only by the most basic information about the sign. Monica and Bill
decided to purposely refrain from adding extensive word descriptions so that the person can connect
with the more intuitive information about each sign included in the vibrational coding of the healing
images — a great book to introduce children to Astrology!
In addition, you get 8 Astrology Master Healing Images which include healing frequencies for Mercury
Retrograde, Fears Around Astrology and 2012.
In this book Bill and Monica would like to offer you the possibility of clearing yourself from superstitions
and dis-empowering beliefs you may have picked up regarding astrology over the years, while at the same
time giving you tools by which you can connect with a Heart Oriented version of this ancient art in both
the Western and Eastern versions.
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Much self love, joy and mastery to each of you.
Bill and Monica

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html

Pg. 18

You are a very powerful creator of your reality and the beliefs you
hold determine the quality of your life.

Here is a book that combines ancient Feng Shui knowledge and modern Vibrational
Healing to give you back your power by enhancing the positive aspects of your sign while
minimizing or transcending what you may have perceived as its negative traits.

*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.

*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the
spaces people inhabit with the intent of producing a
positive change in people’s lives.

YOU ARE MUCH, MUCH MORE THAN THE SIGN YOU WERE BORN WITH
OR THE YEAR YOU WERE BORN IN.

ted

Each of the images is accompanied only by the most basic information about the sign. Monica and Bill
decided to purposely refrain from adding extensive word descriptions so that the person can connect
with the more intuitive information about each sign included in the vibrational coding of the healing
images — a great book to introduce children to Astrology!

Feng Shui Cures* for Astrology

However, much of the information that circulates in the planet about
Astrology is not empowering or liberating. Many people react to this by
giving away their power to astrologers, fortune tellers and predictions.

Feng Shui Cures for Astrology includes 24 unique illustrations, one for each of the 12 signs of the
Western and Eastern systems of Astrology. Monica’s playful and whimsical silhouettes were created with
the intent to help you connect with Astrology in new ways. The abstract images Bill Austin created to go
inside the silhouettes for this book were encoded with healing frequencies for each particular sign.

So much of what is wrong in the world right now is caused by greed and other unhealthy attitudes towards
money, that Bill and Monica decided to add a money clearing section to this book. The money healing images
were created based on the nine principles of traditional Chinese philosophy, which are also the basis of Feng
Shui.

Pg. 41

Empowerment Healing
Module for Self Love, Self
Esteem, Forgiveness and
Relationships

Here is a book that combines ancient Feng Shui knowledge and modern Vibrational
Healing to give you back your power by enhancing the positive aspects of your sign while
minimizing or transcending what you may have perceived as its negative traits.

According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, human beings are the connectors between Heaven and Earth,
and the function of people is to get inspired by ideas from Heaven, and motivate themselves through feelings
in order to produce creations in the physical world (Earth). Bill Austin and Monica P. Castaneda would like
to invite readers to open up their minds and hearts to the realization that they are loved by this planet. As
we become aware of how much Earth loves us, we grow in our ability to cherish the planet and take care
of it as well. This is true about our association with the natural world and also with human institutions and
organizations.

USD 27
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The ABC’s of
Color (by Maria
Bowling and Bill
Austin)
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Empowerment Healing Module for Stress, Fear,
Downer Emotions, Scarcity Consciousness,
Self Sabotage and Addictions

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Pg. 20

Feng Shui Cures for the
Life Areas (by Monica P.
Castaneda and Bill Austin)

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html
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*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.
USD 29.95

Feng Shui Cures for the
Five Elements (by Monica P.
Castaneda and Bill Austin)

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Pg. 24

Feng Shui Cures for
Astrology (by Monica P.
Castaneda and Bill Austin)



Heal and Transform YOUR Life the Easy Way... Through
Healing Books and Products from Reiki Master Bill Austin
We live in a challenging time as the consciousness of the planet
becomes more heart-oriented. The shift in planetary consciousness
means that humanity has a lot of healing to accomplish in a short
amount of time. I created a line of healing products and books
because healing through art is one of the easiest ways to quickly help
people heal themselves.

Reiki Master and
Vibrational Healer
Bill Austin



Everything in the material world begins with an idea. I get ideas as to
what energies need to be grounded into the planet, set my intent and
create a healing image using acrylics on a piece of canvas. I then
work with a graphic designer to embed the image into a product or
book that is then promoted on the Internet where you can see and
order it. The products are created in the NOW as soon as the order is
placed.
After you receive your book or product, the energies emanating from
them upgrade you and your home, and ground these loving, healing
energies into the planet. All of this occurs easily, effortlessly and
naturally without you doing anything at all.

2. Training, Pg 4

Austin Healing and
Training Center
I feel that everything is energy with a certain vibration and frequency. When
we are born, all of our systems, organs and energy fields vibrate at the level of
unconditional love. After birth, however, we begin to absorb the negative beliefs
from our society and to block the natural flow of emotions. This creates energetic
imbalances which often contribute to stress, illness and disease. While most of
Western science focuses on the symptoms or effects of energetic imbalances, holistic
healing addresses the root cause of illness and disease. Often it is quicker to clear things
energetically through holistic energy healing.

How Can I Benefit from Energy Healing?
After years of helping a wide variety of people around the world, I am convinced that almost
everyone on this planet can benefit from energy healing. But I also feel that people have
“healing styles” as well as learning styles. Some people benefit from sound healing, others from
color healing art, others from listening to audio transmissions or watching healing videos. I
have formatted my healing work into a lot of different forms - healing art, color healing books,
sound healing recordings, Reiki training, healing videos, etc. to help people to find the most
perfect possible healing technique to assist them.


Take Yourself OFF Auto Pilot!
As energetic beings we are impacted by the energy of the people, places, things
and events we participate in. You can enhance the quality of every aspect of your life by
becoming more aware of how you are impacted energetically by the people you hang out with, the
things you do and the places you visit. There are only three ways that energy influences us:
Neutral - Where our personal energy level remains the same when we are with someone or doing
something.
Positive - Where our personal energy level increases when we are with someone or doing something.
We are positively impacted by energy when time flies and our heart opens and expands.
Negative - Where our personal energy level plummets when we are with someone or doing
something. We are negatively impacted by energy when we feel drained and our heart closes and
contracts.



•

To create a life that works and supports you on all levels: You need to stop hanging out with people
who impact you negatively, doing things that lower your personal energy level and going to places
that drain you energetically.

•

You need to increase the time you spend with people that impact you positively, do more things
that increase your energy level and spend time in places that nourish and support you energetically.

Free Self Help Resources
from Bill Austin



Training Programs
Universal Clearing Profile:

Learn how Bill can help you to become one of the most powerful healers on
the planet – even if you have never studied healing at all.

Blasting Sessions Practitioner Training:

Get attuned from Bill so you can transmit over 20 powerful blasting/focused
healing sessions to yourself and others.

Practical Mastery™ Practitioner Training:

Get attuned from Bill so you can transmit hundreds of Practical Mastery™
healing, abundance and enlightenment sessions.

Crystalline Rainbow Reiki™ Training:

Get attuned by Bill to access and transmit the healing energies from Crystalline
Rainbow Reiki – a heart oriented approach to Reiki.

www.HealingHolograms.com
10
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www.ReikiMeditationTreatment.com
www.HealingHolograms.com
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Try Out Bill’s Healing Modalities for Free!
Each of Bill’s healing modalities approaches healing in a different way. Every person is very
different energetically and people often resonate more strongly with one modality over
another technique. The easiest way you can find out which healing approach is best for you is
to experience all of the different techniques. Bill developed a list of ten sessions (below) and
created a mp3 audio recording to let you experience each of his four major healing modalities:
Angelic Mastery™, Practical Mastery™, the Universal Clearing Profile and the series of Targeted,
Focused, Blasting Sessions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Clear,Transmute and Heal Anxiety and Fear
Clear,Transmute and Heal Self Sabotage
Clear,Transmute and Heal Addictions and Cravings
Clear,Transmute and Heal Lack and Scarcity Consciousness
Clear,Transmute and Heal Low Self Esteem and Self Worth
Clear,Transmute and Heal Energetic Weaknesses and Imbalances
Clear,Transmute and Heal Illness & Disease States
Clear,Transmute and Heal Depression, Sadness and Grief
Clear,Transmute and Heal Blocks to Self Love and Acceptance
Clear,Transmute and Heal Blocks to Joy, Happiness and Inner Peace

www.HealingHolograms.com/tryitout.htm
12

Popular Healing Sessions
Daily Holistic Healing Support:

Get the healing you need to create a life that works. Receive over $3,600 of
healing each month for just $77. Family and pet plans available.

Blasting/Focused Healing Sessions:

Blast your problems away for $9 to $15. Receive focused healing for specific
issues. Bill’s most popular line of sessions.

Create YOUR Own Sessions:

We each are unique energetically and have different life challenges. This popular
session lets you receive personalized healing for your unique needs.

MEGA Healing & Enlightenment:

Bill combined the healing energy from over 20 sessions to create one super
powerful MEGA healing and enlightenment session.

www.HealingHolograms.com
13

Bill Austin’s Money Healing Program
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This book has 25 healing
images, web access to
seven money healing video
and audio recordings and
numerous financial playsheets
to help you heal your
relationship with money.
I AM the source of my
abundance, prosperity
and success!
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Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm

Bill Austin’s Self Help, Clearing and Healing Program
ARE YOU TIRED
OF TAKING ON
NEGATIVE ENERGY
FROM OTHERS?
MORE THAN
JUST A BOOK!!!

BILL AUSTIN’S
SELF HELP
PROGRAM

=

BILL AUSTIN’S
SELF HELP,
CLEARING AND
HEALING
PROGRAM BOOK

+

WEB ACCESS TO
4 VIDEO & AUDIO
RECORDINGS
THAT RETAIL FOR
OVER $100
ALL THIS FOR
JUST $49.95!

Playing Nicely with Others

My name is Bill Austin and I am a spiritual healer, teacher, artist, writer
and visionary living in the United States. I have worked full time as a
healer for over six years. Two of my main passions in life are to create
beauty and to empower people to create a life that works. For over three
years, I have been incorporating and infusing healing and enlightenment
energies into paintings. This book is the first in a series of healing image
books to help get my work out to a larger group of people.

Bill Austin’s Self Help,
Clearing and Healing Program

About Bill Austin’s Self Help, Clearing and Healing Program
I created this book to provide people on a spiritual path with a tool they
could easily use to stay as clear as possible. I also want to help people
clear, transmute, heal and release stuff as it arises in their daily lives. I
hand-picked the images that can most assist people and I have created
two special mp3 audio healing recordings just for this book. I also am
giving people who purchase this book access to two of my most powerful
clearing and protection video recordings.
I have been on a spiritual path now for over eighteen years and each
day I clear, transmute, heal and release things as they surface in my life.
I make time each day to clear myself as deeply as I can because if I do
not deal with stuff as it arises, it grows and multiplies. I created this book
to help other people – who may or may not have access to tools and
energetic support - to heal the issues that arise in their daily lives.
Each year I get clearer as I identify, clear, heal and release the energetic
buttons and triggers that discombobulate and irritate me. Ironically as I
get clearer, I find that even a smudge of unclarity now disturbs me much
more than a huge amount of unclarity did many years ago. Clearing is a
lot like lifting up a cinderblock in that when you lift up the block; all sorts
of slimy creepy crawlies come out to play… So I created this healing
image book to assist people to clear, transmute, heal and release the icky
creepy crawlie things of this world with ease, grace and much love.

Karma Amelioration and Healing
USD 49.95

William M. Austin, III

This book has OVER 44
full-page vibrational healing
art images to assist you in
healing AND web access
to four powerful video and
audio self help recordings!

Healing Money Relationship

Magnetizing Your Highest Good

Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm

I AM calm, clear, neutral
and detached no matter
what is going on around me.
15

8. Feng Shui Booth

Feng Shui Booth
www.FengShuiforUs.com/books.html
www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures
Feng Shui Cures* for the
Nine Life Areas

Feng Shui Cures* for the Planet and Money Clearing Manual
Tune in to Nature to Experience Natural Prosperity and Money Gain

One of the quickest, easiest and most user-friendly ways to upgrade
your life is to upgrade your home. Your home is a symbol and
physical manifestation of your thoughts, feelings and attitudes. As
you upgrade your home energetically, you automatically upgrade
your thoughts, feelings and attitudes, so that you can break out of
your past patterns and begin to attract and create a higher quality
of life for yourself and your loved ones. It is similar to spring cleaning
– after you clean up your home thoroughly or declutter a room you
often feel refreshed energetically as well.
The Chinese Feng Shui Ba-Gua Map

It is a basic principle of Traditional Chinese Medicine as well as Feng Shui, the ancient Art of Placement, that
people do better when they work with, and not against, nature. A fundamental part of working with nature
is to tune in to the rhythms of the planet. This connection with Earth has always been important, but we
are reaching a period in our evolution when it is crucial that we become more aware of how much we are
influenced by the shifts of the planet and how much we influence what happens on Earth.
Earth is going through a profound spiritual transformation right now as she shifts from the paradigm of the
mind to the paradigm of the heart. Since each human being is a cell in the body of Gaia, we all are going
through this profound transformation in consciousness as well. As the planet moves deeper and deeper into
the Heart Paradigm, humanity will be challenged to shift and upgrade quickly. The images Bill Austin created
for this book help people to heal and harmonize their relationship with Earth so that they can stay more in
sync and balance with the planet.

By bringing in a higher level of order and structure to your outer
world (your home) – you enhance the clarity and quality of your inner
world (your thoughts, feelings and attitudes).

According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, human beings are the connectors between Heaven and Earth,
and the function of people is to get inspired by ideas from Heaven, and motivate themselves through feelings
in order to produce creations in the physical world (Earth). Bill Austin and Monica P. Castaneda would like
to invite readers to open up their minds and hearts to the realization that they are loved by this planet. As
we become aware of how much Earth loves us, we grow in our ability to cherish the planet and take care
of it as well. This is true about our association with the natural world and also with human institutions and
organizations.

Feng Shui is one of the oldest forms of spiritual healing on the planet. Your home impacts
not only how you feel about yourself and your life, but it also influences the quality of your
life. Feng Shui master teacher Monica Castaneda and spiritual healer and artist Bill Austin
have teamed up to create a Feng Shui healing manual to assist people in healing the Nine Life
Areas of the Chinese Ba-Gua map.
Each house has nine life areas associated with the floorplan (blueprint or birds-eye-view).
For each of these we have included a detailed description, two healing images, and a list of
affirmations. As you work your way through the manual and you begin to raise the vibration
of your home, you also begin to heal the aspects of yourself that are represented in and
impacted by the nine life areas.

So much of what is wrong in the world right now is caused by greed and other unhealthy attitudes towards
money, that Bill and Monica decided to add a money clearing section to this book. The money healing images
were created based on the nine principles of traditional Chinese philosophy, which are also the basis of Feng
Shui.
Feng Shui regards money as being ruled by the water element. If we clear the water element of the planet
and the money aspects of humanity, many other aspects of our lives will fall into the right places.

Read this manual and as you work with the images and affirmations – allow the combined
energies from this to help you to create a more tranquil, balanced, harmonious living space
for yourself, that will continue to generate healing for yourself and your loved ones for many
years to come.

This manual includes:
•

Ancient Secrets of Traditional Chinese Medicine for Profound Human
Healing

•

The Feng Shui Red Envelope Tradition for the Joyful Exchange of Money

•

A Money Clearing Section

•

Protection from Subliminal and Hypnotic Messages from Mass Media,
Corporate Logos and More.

Please also check out the Life Areas Healing CD, companion to this book, at www.
fengshuiforus.com/books.html and related Feng Shui Cures at www.cafepress.com/
fengshuicures

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html
*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.

*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the
spaces people inhabit with the intent of producing a
positive change in people’s lives.
USD 27

Monica P. Castaneda

William M. Austin, III

USD 27

Page
18

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7099427
16

Feng Shui Cures
for the Life Areas

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Wealth Fame

Love

Health Center

Fun

Rest

Career Travel

Page
20

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7019300

For Free Feng Shui Resources and Training, please visit
www.fengshuiforus.com/Pages/FreeOnlineClassroom.html

Feng Shui Healing Books and Products:
You are a very powerful creator of your reality and the beliefs you
hold determine the quality of your life.

;^kZ:aZbZcih

WATER

Life is forever changing and presenting challenges
to us. For every different challenge we need
varying moods and attitudes: to go forward in life, to
understand people around you, to be able to transcend
difficulties, to live and let others live in happiness... it’s all
modeled in the natural world.

YOU ARE MUCH, MUCH MORE THAN THE SIGN YOU WERE BORN WITH
OR THE YEAR YOU WERE BORN IN.

[dgi]Z

ETHER

Though you may not be aware of this, you selected your
astrological sign and year you were born into to remind
yourself of what it is you came to do.
However, much of the information that circulates in the planet about
Astrology is not empowering or liberating. Many people react to this by
giving away their power to astrologers, fortune tellers and predictions.

EARTH

Here is a book that combines ancient Feng Shui knowledge and modern Vibrational
Healing to give you back your power by enhancing the positive aspects of your sign while
minimizing or transcending what you may have perceived as its negative traits.

The section of the manual that addresses the Five Western Elements provides you with
images and artwork that contain healing frequencies to help you achieve the fluidity of water,
the groundedness of earth, the passion of fire, and the clarity of air.

Feng Shui Cures for Astrology includes 24 unique illustrations, one for each of the 12 signs of the
Western and Eastern systems of Astrology. Monica’s playful and whimsical silhouettes were created with
the intent to help you connect with Astrology in new ways. The abstract images Bill Austin created to go
inside the silhouettes for this book were encoded with healing frequencies for each particular sign.

Are you ready to be healthy?

Each of the images is accompanied only by the most basic information about the sign. Monica and Bill
decided to purposely refrain from adding extensive word descriptions so that the person can connect
with the more intuitive information about each sign included in the vibrational coding of the healing
images — a great book to introduce children to Astrology!

The original design of all that comprises you (your mind,
body and soul) is perfect and complete. Can you reconnect to it and start manifesting greater health in your
life? Eastern Five Elements Theory is an excellent starting
point to lay down the spiritual groundwork that will allow
you to manifest a healthier you. This manual is very easy
to use. Bill Austin has encoded the healing frequencies of
the Five Eastern Elements in his wonderful artwork so you
can get the spiritual benefits by looking at and interacting
with this work. Monica P. Castaneda provides healing
templates based on Traditional Chinese Medicine and
ideas on how to use these images as Feng Shui Cures in
your home or business. Monica also included an extensive
chart with information on the five elements and their
relationships to your body’s organs, systems and emotions.

In addition, you get 8 Astrology Master Healing Images which include healing frequencies for Mercury
Retrograde, Fears Around Astrology and 2012.
In this book Bill and Monica would like to offer you the possibility of clearing yourself from superstitions
and dis-empowering beliefs you may have picked up regarding astrology over the years, while at the same
time giving you tools by which you can connect with a Heart Oriented version of this ancient art in both
the Western and Eastern versions.
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Gain Access to the Original Blueprint...
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Much self love, joy and mastery to each of you.
Bill and Monica

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html

*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.
USD 29.95

*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.
USD 27

Feng Shui Cures
for Astrology

y

Experience More Love, Joy and Bliss...

FIRE
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AIR

Are you ready to be happy?

Feng Shui Cures* for Astrology
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Feng Shui Cures* for the
Five Elements

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin
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Page
22

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7134040

Page
24

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7099417
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Feng Shui Cures for the Planet and
Money Clearing Manual

y Clearing Manual

ty and Money Gain
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book. The money healing images
which are also the basis of Feng
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nto the right places.

Red Envelope Tradition for
Blessing Money Exchanges

r Profound Human

l Exchange of Money

Feng Shui Bill to Heal and Better
Understand Money and Wealth

s from Mass Media,

Monica P. Castaneda

William M. Austin, III

Feng Shui Cures to assist
you in clearing and healing
your attitudes and beliefs
about money and wealth,
as well as the way that
we, as a species, relate to
Gaia, our planet.

Healing the Land and the Waters

Clearing Fears of the Year 2012
and the Mayan Calendar

www.FengShuiForUs.com/books.html
© 2010 Bill Austin and Monica P. Castaneda. All Rights Reserved.
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Upgrade the water in your body, the water in the planet, and the
water energy contained in all monetary transactions.

Red Envelope Tradition
Send payments inside a “Red Envelope” note
card. The Red Envelope tradition teaches
that when you exchange money you bless
it so that the transaction and the money are
purified and that the money multiplies for
both the giving and the receiving end!

Balancing the Lands and
Waters Round Ceramic
Ornament

“Love Water” Stickers
These assorted shape stickers are printed on water
resistant bumper sticker material. Simply cut them
out and paste them on water pipes and faucets to
bless all the water that comes into your home.

“Love Water”
Magnets
Place a “Love Water” Magnet on your freezer
and/or refrigerator to bless the water in your
ice and the water contained in all fresh foods.

The Feng Shui Bill
Carry a Feng Shui Bill in your wallet to get
healing support for money, career and wealth
issues every time you make a payment.

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7099427
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Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Cures for the Nine Life
Areas of Feng Shui. This
book includes two healing
images per life area, so
you can choose which to
use, as well as charts and
information on how to
map the home and use the
cures.
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Feng Shui Cures for the Life Areas

The Feng Shui Cures for the Life Areas Healing Images are now available in
Ornaments, Magnets, Tiles, and Stand-Alone Posters. You can also get recordings by
Monica and Bill for the Affirmations for the Nine Life Areas.

Wealth Area Poster Print

Sun Feng Shui Cure
(Round)

Relationships Area
Framed Tile

Health and Family Area
Mini Poster Print

Good Fortune and
Gratitude Journal

Children Area Magnet

Feng Shui Cures for
the Life Areas

Many generations ago, Eastern Feng Shui masters figured out
what people needed to be happy, healthy, prosperous and free!
Now Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin have combined this
ancestral knowledge with the Universal Clearing Profile to
create the most powerful set of affirmations for the Nine Life
Areas in Feng Shui.
Wisdom Area Framed Tile

Career Area Ornament
(Oval)

Helpful People Area
Ornament (Round)

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7019300

This CD contains:
• Bill Austin’s Healing Activations for the Life Areas
• Affirmations for the Life Areas read by Bill Austin
• Affirmation for the Life Areas read by Monica P. Castaneda
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Feng Shui Cures for the Five Elements
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This healing book contains
lots of information, charts
and healing images to
balance and harmonize both
the Western Five Elements
(earth, water, fire, air and
ether) and the Eastern Five
Elements (water, wood, fire,
earth, metal).
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www.FengShuiForUs.com/books.html
© 2010 Bill Austin and Monica P. Castaneda. All Rights Reserved.
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Feng Shui Cures for
the Five Elements
Five Elements Chinese
Characters Elixir Mug

Ether, Air, Fire, Water &
Earth Elixir Mug
This powerful Five Elements Activations audio recording contains:
Bill Austin’s Healing Activations for the Healing Frequencies of the Five Eastern
and the Five Western Elements.
Monica P. Castaneda’s Healing Guided Meditation for the Five Eastern Elements,
with Healing support for internal organs and systems.

Water, Wood, Fire, Earth
and Metal Elixir Mug

Bill Austin’s Sound Healing Recording for the Five Western Elements (Ether, Air, Fire,
Water, & Earth) and the Five Eastern Elements (Water, Wood, Fire, Earth, & Metal).

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7134040
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Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

This book has vibrational
healing Feng Shui Cures for
each and every one of the
twelve Eastern Astrological
Signs and the twelve
Western Astrological Signs.
The Cover is a Harmonizing
Image for all of the signs.

www.FengShuiForUs.com/books.html
© 2010 Bill Austin and Monica P. Castaneda. All Rights Reserved.
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Place four framed tiles of your
Western Sign and your three
Eastern Signs* in the Wealth,
Prosperity and Self Worth Corner.

Place an ornament of the Western
Leo Sign or the Eastern Dragon sign
to enhance the Fame, Reputation and
Social Life Area.
Feng Shui Cures* for Astrology
YOU ARE MUCH, MUCH MORE THAN THE SIGN YOU WERE BORN WITH
OR THE YEAR YOU WERE BORN IN.
You are a very powerful creator of your reality and the beliefs you
hold determine the quality of your life.

Place a framed tile with your sign and
another one with the sign of your
partner to enhance the Marriage,
Relationships and Partnership Area.

Feng Shui Cures
for Astrology

Though you may not be aware of this, you selected your
astrological sign and year you were born into to remind
yourself of what it is you came to do.
However, much of the information that circulates in the planet about
Astrology is not empowering or liberating. Many people react to this by
giving away their power to astrologers, fortune tellers and predictions.
Here is a book that combines ancient Feng Shui knowledge and modern Vibrational
Healing to give you back your power by enhancing the positive aspects of your sign while
minimizing or transcending what you may have perceived as its negative traits.

In addition, you get 8 Astrology Master Healing Images which include healing frequencies for Mercury
Retrograde, Fears Around Astrology and 2012.
In this book Bill and Monica would like to offer you the possibility of clearing yourself from superstitions
and dis-empowering beliefs you may have picked up regarding astrology over the years, while at the same
time giving you tools by which you can connect with a Heart Oriented version of this ancient art in both
the Western and Eastern versions.
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Each of the images is accompanied only by the most basic information about the sign. Monica and Bill
decided to purposely refrain from adding extensive word descriptions so that the person can connect
with the more intuitive information about each sign included in the vibrational coding of the healing
images — a great book to introduce children to Astrology!

strolog
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Feng Shui Cures for Astrology includes 24 unique illustrations, one for each of the 12 signs of the
Western and Eastern systems of Astrology. Monica’s playful and whimsical silhouettes were created with
the intent to help you connect with Astrology in new ways. The abstract images Bill Austin created to go
inside the silhouettes for this book were encoded with healing frequencies for each particular sign.

Much self love, joy and mastery to each of you.
Bill and Monica

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html
*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.
USD 29.95

Get a mug with the Western signs
for every member of your nuclear
family for the Health, Family and
Community Area.

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Place a poster with all the signs of
the Eastern and Western Horoscopes
to express gratitude for all of the
relationships in your life.

Place magnets of the Eastern
Yearly Signs for your children in
the Children, Creativity and Fun
Area.
Feng Shui Cures* for Astrology
YOU ARE MUCH, MUCH MORE THAN THE SIGN YOU WERE BORN WITH
OR THE YEAR YOU WERE BORN IN.
You are a very powerful creator of your reality and the beliefs you
hold determine the quality of your life.

Feng Shui Cures
for Astrology

Though you may not be aware of this, you selected your
astrological sign and year you were born into to remind
yourself of what it is you came to do.
However, much of the information that circulates in the planet about
Astrology is not empowering or liberating. Many people react to this by
giving away their power to astrologers, fortune tellers and predictions.
Here is a book that combines ancient Feng Shui knowledge and modern Vibrational
Healing to give you back your power by enhancing the positive aspects of your sign while
minimizing or transcending what you may have perceived as its negative traits.

In addition, you get 8 Astrology Master Healing Images which include healing frequencies for Mercury
Retrograde, Fears Around Astrology and 2012.
In this book Bill and Monica would like to offer you the possibility of clearing yourself from superstitions
and dis-empowering beliefs you may have picked up regarding astrology over the years, while at the same
time giving you tools by which you can connect with a Heart Oriented version of this ancient art in both
the Western and Eastern versions.
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Each of the images is accompanied only by the most basic information about the sign. Monica and Bill
decided to purposely refrain from adding extensive word descriptions so that the person can connect
with the more intuitive information about each sign included in the vibrational coding of the healing
images — a great book to introduce children to Astrology!
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Feng Shui Cures for Astrology includes 24 unique illustrations, one for each of the 12 signs of the
Western and Eastern systems of Astrology. Monica’s playful and whimsical silhouettes were created with
the intent to help you connect with Astrology in new ways. The abstract images Bill Austin created to go
inside the silhouettes for this book were encoded with healing frequencies for each particular sign.

Much self love, joy and mastery to each of you.
Bill and Monica

www.fengshuiforus.com/books.html
*Feng Shui cures are enhancements done in the spaces people inhabit
with the intent of producing a positive change in people’s lives.
USD 29.95

Place a framed tile or a ceramic
ornament of your Chinese year sign
and your Western Astrology sign for
Wisdom, Self-Knowledge and Rest.

Place a magnet or ornament of your
Chinese year sign on the inside of the
main door to promote Career, Life
Mission and Individuality.

Monica P. Castaneda and Bill Austin

Place a poster or the Feng Shui Cures
for Astrology book in the Helpful
People, Spiritual Life and Travel Area
to improve work relationships.

* Every person has three Eastern signs: the sign of the year of their birth; the inner sign, related to their birth month; and the secret sign, associated with the hour of
their birth. In the Feng Shui Cures for Astrology book there are charts to help you figure out each of your signs.

www.cafepress.com/FengShuiCures/7099417
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7. Reiki Ice Cream

Reiki Ice Cream Parlor
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Reiki is one of the oldest energy healing
modalities on the planet. Bill Austin has
been attuned as a Usui, Karuna, Kundalini
and Violet Flame Reiki Master and is also
the founder of Crystalline Rainbow Reiki
and Angelic Heart Star Reiki.
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4. Angelic Disco

Angelic
Disco and
Recording Studio
Tap Into the Healing Power of Music
One of the reasons why classical music is so popular is that many of the great
musicians tapped into the healing rhythms of music. Many people find it easy
to allow healing to flow through them via music. Bill developed a line of
angelic sound healing and empowerment mp3 audio recordings to help
people tap into the healing power of music.

www.HealingMusicSoundHealing.com
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Healing Modality
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I AM grounded,
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centered at ALL times!
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This book has OVER 47
full-page vibrational healing
art images AND web access
to four Practical Mastery™
clearing, healing and
enlightenment videos!

ng

William M. Austin, III

Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm
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A
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EXPERIENCE GENTLE
BUT POWERFUL
HEALING SESSIONS
FROM THE ANGELS OF
LOVE & HEALING!!!

THIS
INTRODUCTION
TO ANGELIC
MASTERY™

=
THE ENERGETIC
INTRODUCTION
TO THE ANGELIC
MASTERY™ HEALING
MODALITY BOOK

+

WEB ACCESS TO
FOUR VIDEOS
WITH 60 ANGELIC
HEALING SESSIONS
(RETAIL FOR $108)
ALL THIS FOR
JUST $49.95!

My name is Bill Austin and I am a spiritual healer, teacher, artist, writer and visionary
living in the United States. For over three years, I have been incorporating and
infusing healing and enlightenment energies into paintings. This book is the third in a
series of healing image books to help get my work out to a larger group of people.

About the Angelic Mastery™ Healing Modality
I created this book to help you to experience firsthand some of the power of working
with the angels of healing. I began working with them in 1999 when I had received
a powerful initiation that left me feeling like I had been run over by a truck. I was
praying for healing when I felt this very gentle, peaceful and loving presence come
into my awareness. I asked who they were and I got that they were a group of
angels of love and healing who wanted to assist me.
When I began studying healing, I would share what I learned with the angels and
ask them if they had a way to make it gentler and they always helped me. The first
line of Angelic Mastery™ sessions were for healing beliefs; the next ones were
for healing emotions; then I downloaded sessions for enlightenment and healing
past incidents. When Anita Briggs asked me to create angelic healing sessions for
therapists, I downloaded a lot of personality healing sessions and my favorite – the
magical angelic love and healing washes.
When I asked the angels for their description of the work we do together, this is what I got:
“We, the Angelic Healers of Love, do not view the human body like you or your
medical professionals do. So often when you look at your body, you focus on
what you most dislike in your physical form and thus you magnetize back to
yourself more of what you dislike. When we, the Angelic Healers of Love, look
at you - what we see in each of you is a beautiful tapestry of light and love.
Each of you is a walking miracle. We challenge you the next time that you look
in the mirror to cherish yourself. The angelic healing techniques that comprise
Angelic Mastery™ are very soft, gentle and nurturing to all of your energetic
bodies. We honor your energetic bodies and treat them with great love and
respect. Our favorite way of healing is to bathe the energetic bodies, fields
and particles in Love for love is truly the great healer. We also utilize a lot of
colors, tones and rays of creation energy to help you heal. Above all things,
we wish that each of you would love yourself as much as you possibly can.”
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Energetic Introduction to Angelic Mastery™

Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm

This book has OVER 45
full-page angelic healing art
images PLUS web access
to four Angelic Mastery™
clearing, healing and
enlightenment videos!

I love, trust, accept and
believe in myself. I AM
true to myself.
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9. Art Gallery

Healing Art Gallery
About Bill’s Vibrational
Color Healing Art
Each of the vibrational color healing art images in this book is a digitally
rendered painting that is encoded with specific clearing, healing and
enlightenment energies that are indicated in the title of the image. They
provide healing in several ways. One way is that energy is transmitted through color.
The colors of each image are carefully selected to promote, enhance and magnify the specific healing required.
The second level of healing from the images comes from their impact on the programming of your brain, neurons
and brain chemistry. As you look at the images—the shapes and the color vibrations—you are stimulating and
rewiring your brain to clear out old, outdated subconscious programming and wiring. This allows you to bring in
higher-level concepts that will support accelerated healing, growth and evolution.
The third level of healing is through magnetic resonance. The images re-magnetize your brain to attract as
much healing and evolution that is aligned with your highest good and spiritual evolution in the NOW. As soon
as you look at an image the clearing, restructuring or awakening begins. The more frequently and longer you
look at an image, the more deeply it works in you.
You do not have to think about the subject matter of the images to benefit from them. Once the healing
frequencies have been integrated, looking briefly or even glancing at the images can reinforce and deepen them.
You can alter the images and they will still energetically hold the same vibration as the original image.
30

Posters and Cards from Bill Austin
Send Your
Love and
Healing
Frequencies
to Friends
and Family

Cards come in packs of 10 with envelopes included.

Healing and
Affirmation
Posters
Upgrade the
Energy of the
Whole Home

31

www.ColorHealingArt.com
32

www.ColorTherapyHealingArt.com

5. HH Cinema

Healing Holograms
Cinema

www.HealingHolograms.com/hhvideos.htm
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6. HH Mall

Healing Holograms
Department Store
Reiki Healing Products

Crystalline Rainbow
Reiki CD

Violet Flame Reiki
Magnet

Healing Elixir Mugs

Guided Meditation CDs

Healing Imbalances, Illness and
Disease (Audio CD)

Cards and Posters

www.CafePress.com/EnergyHealing
34

Affirmation Products

STAY CLEAR - BE
HAPPY Magnet

Abundance
Affirmations
Print

Affirmations I Cards
(Pk of 10)

Healing Products Under $20

Drug Clearing and
Healing Framed Tile

Angelic Healing for
Children Teddy Bear

Angelic Home Blessing
and Protection

Clearing Electromagnetic
Energy

www.CafePress.com/EnergyHealing
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Empowerment Healing Module for Stress, Fear,
Downer Emotions, Scarcity Consciousness,
Self Sabotage and Addictions
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Healing Art Book for Stress, Fear, Downer Emotions, Self Sabotage, etc.
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Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm
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I bless and release with
love ALL anxiety, fear,
stress, lack and self
sabotage.
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This book has OVER 40 fullpage vibrational healing
art images to help you
to release stress, fear,
negative emotions, scarcity
consciousness, self sabotage
and addictions.
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Empowerment Healing Module
for Self Love, Self Esteem,
Forgiveness and Relationships

William M. Austin, III
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This book has OVER
47 full-page vibrational
healing art images to
boost your self esteem and
to help you love, trust and
accept yourself!
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Save 20% when you order this book directly from Bill!
www.HealingHolograms.com/bookdeals.htm

I bless and release my
past with love. I forgive
myself, others and Spirit!
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10. Healing Elixirs

Healing Elixirs
Make YOUR Very Own Healing Elixir
Each of Bill’s vibrational color healing art
images can help you create a powerful
healing elixir just by placing a glass
of water on the printed copy of
the book. To infuse the healing
energies from the paintings
into the water,
keep the glass
on the book for
twenty minutes
and then drink it.
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Tap Into the Healing Power of Water:
Dr. Masaru Emoto – the author of “The Hidden Messages in Water” – found
that writing down words like “Thank You” and “Love” on a glass of water
would actually change the crystalline structure of the water. When we drink
water that contains these words it has the potential to energetically upgrade
all of the water in the body.
Each vibrational color healing art image that Bill creates has powerful elixir
properties. You can infuse the healing energies of the images into water and
drink it. This is a very effective way to heal yourself because over 60% of your
body is comprised of water.
Bill also created a line of healing elixir mugs for some of his most powerful
healing images. Whenever you drink water from one of these healing elixir
mugs it will automatically contain the energies from the healing images. It is
one of the easiest and cheapest ways to receive healing support and assistance.
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This book has 66 full-page
spiritual healing art images
PLUS web access to five
Living in the Golden Age
videos to help you embody
the energies of heart
oriented ascension!
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Each page of this
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colorful paintings.

www.EnergyHealingBooks.com
© 2010 Bill Austin and Maria Bowling. All Rights Reserved
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11.Affirmations

Affirming Balloons Shoppe
Why do affirmations work for others
but not for me?
Throughout my spiritual journey I have had a love/hate thing going on with
affirmations. When I began my path over seventeen years ago, I was broke, sick and
unemployed. Affirmations felt so true to me when I first learned about them that I
dove in. After several months of doing affirmations for several hours a day without any shift
in my daily life, I gave up on the idea and dropped it.
In retrospect, the reason I failed with affirmations was that I was not clear enough to energetically
anchor in the new beliefs and thought forms. The almost thirty years of old programming was
so strong and active in me that I was not able to bring in the new beliefs. Every time I stated an
affirmation - everything that was in opposition to the new belief and paradigm rose up to stop it from
being effective.
I created a line of affirmation healing images to help clear, transmute, heal, release and dissolve anything
and everything in opposition to the affirmation. The affirmation balloon images on the next page
contain healing and clearing profiles to help you to embrace, express and embody the affirmation in
your consciousness. I also placed many of these affirmation healing images into magnets, healing elixir
mugs and posters on www.CafePress.com/EnergyHealing!
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11. Enlightenment

Enlightenment
Often people on the spiritual path make it harder than
it really is. I think that the core of personal and spiritual
growth is largely contained in four simple principles.
1. Thou shall be true to yourself and live
authentically with passion from your heart.
2. Thou shall love and honor the inner divinity residing within
you, others and this world.
3. Thou shall focus on the positive because whatever you focus
your awareness upon will grow.
4. Thou shall do no harm as the energies you radiate out will
come back to you multiplied.
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Enlightenment and Self Help
Daily Holistic Healing Support Program:

Get the healing you need to create a life that works. Receive over $3,600 of
healing each month for just $77. Family and pet plans available.

Universal Clearing Profile:

Learn how Bill can help you to become one of the most powerful healers on
the planet – even if you have never studied healing at all.

Video and Quantum Value Packages:

Save hundreds of dollars when you order packages of Bill’s most powerful
healing and enlightenment recordings.

Guided Meditation and Sound Healing
Recordings:

Bill Austin has created a line of guided meditation and sound healing mp3
audio recordings to help you to heal, grow, expand and succeed in all areas
of your life.

www.HealingHolograms.com
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Living in the World of Infinite Potentiality
Long ago, Spirit/God/Goddess created a lovely world that would become a school where
highly evolved beings from all over Creation could come to learn how to love, trust, and accept
themselves, others and Spirit unconditionally. There was great excitement when this experiment
in consciousness was announced and many souls wanted to incarnate on the new planet. The
souls incarnating on this new world had one concern and that was what if they forgot the
purpose of the school? How would they be able to measure their progress toward learning how
to love and accept themselves, others and Spirit unconditionally?
There was a lot of discussion about the best ways to help people and ultimately God/Goddess
created three safeguards. First, the beings incarnated on the world were gifted with a rich
emotional and feeling nature that would provide immediate internal emotional feedback. When
they were deepening their ability to love themselves and others unconditionally, they would feel
happy and when they were not evolving in that direction they would feel unhappy.
Secondly, each incarnating soul was gifted with a super-conscious mind that could directly
interface with the great Law of Attraction so that anything they focused on with their mind
and nurtured in their heart would be created. The new planet became widely known as the
World of Infinite Potentiality because of this great gift. The more loving the beings became, the
more heaven-like their external outside world would become. People would then know how
they were doing not only from their emotions and feelings within, but also from the quality of
their outer life and circumstances. And finally, God/Goddess promised to send great avatars to
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the planet to remind people of their mission and teach people how to love, forgive and heal
themselves.
At first the experiment went very well. People who incarnated on this great planet – this world
of infinite potentiality – knew their only responsibility was to love themselves and others and
by doing so created heaven on earth. But over time they forgot the purpose and the energetic
setup of the planet and life became harsh indeed for the inhabitants. Instead of learning at an
early age how to love themselves and honor and follow their feelings, children were taught that
if they wanted something they would often have to please their parents to receive it.
Later, when they went to school, they were taught that if they wanted to do well they would
have to please their teachers with their performance, even if it was not aligned with who
they were. Children learned that if they wanted to become accepted by their peers as friends
then they would have to model themselves on what their peers did and said, even if it did not
resonate with their heart. As the children grew up it got worse and worse and worse. Now
they had to please their bosses to get raises, their partners to be loved and their priests to go
to Heaven.
Over time, people got used to trying to please others to get by. They began to look to others
for self-approval, defining themselves on their outward appearance. Many people sacrificed part
of who they were to gain approval and in the process gave away their power to others. They
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gave away their power to family, teachers, employers, doctors, ministers, partners and experts of
all kinds.
Each year as people tried to please more people and ended up giving more of their power away,
they felt more miserable inside and their outer world became more painful. Underneath it all
was this strong sense of sadness. They knew that life was supposed to be joyful, happy and fun.
Many of these beings were happy as children and lost this happiness and sense of authenticity
more each year. Now they were living in a state of burnout, numbness and pain…
Creator/Spirit/God/Goddess eagerly awaits this grand moment to arrive in each person’s
life—for this is a very important turning point. Each person has a choice at this time. Will they
wake up, take responsibility for what they have created, reclaim their spiritual power, honor their
feelings, heal and forgive themselves and create Heaven on Earth? Or will they fall totally into
the spell of matter and judge, blame, get angry at others, their life or fate, giving up or retreating
into guilt and blame and create an even more miserable life experience than what they had?
Whatever you choose – love or fear - will be greatly reinforced and amplified by the law of
attraction.
The wise beings that choose to take responsibility for their lives and create a life centered in
love will move into the Upward Spiral and live happily ever after… and the other folks won’t. But
they always can choose to follow the path of love and the Upward Spiral at any time.
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to Healing

William M. Austin, III

Receive Three MP3 Audio Recordings Containing 61
Healing and Enlightenment Activations from the
Vibrational Color Healing Art Book for Just $17!

Save 50%
on Starter Kits from Bill Austin
Save $10 or 50% when you order one of Bill’s starter kits.
Each starter kit contains five to seven vibrational healing art
images (pdf file) as well as an mp3 audio recording.
Angelic Weekly Chakra Clearing Program
Healing Your Relationship with Money
Playing Nicely with Others
Daily Clearing Program
Body – Heart – Mind – Soul Healing
Genetics Healing

Save 80%

and over $1,000 on
Video Value Packages
Save hundreds of dollars when you order one of these
powerful packages of thirty healing and enlightenment
videos. These “self directed healing programs” provide
the step-by-step foundation you need to easily and
effortlessly heal yourself and grow spiritually.

Save 25%
on Guided Meditations
from Bill Austin

Save $7 or 25% when you order some of Bill’s guided
meditation mp3 audio recordings. Bill has created six
guided meditation recordings:
Healing YOUR Body, Organs and Systems
Healing YOUR Back, Neck and Central Nervous System
Healing YOUR Relationships
Angelic Spa and Color Healing Treatment
Healing YOUR Relationship with Money
Angelic Spa and Nature Healing Treatment

Quantum Value
Packages
Bill went through all of his energy healing
sessions and audio recordings to create
four Quantum Value Packages for Healing,
Enlightenment, Relationships and Money. Save
hundreds of dollars when you order one of these
powerful packages.

www.HealingHolograms.com/coupons.htm

